Berry College International Programs

What students are saying about Argentina — Spanish Studies Abroad Córdoba

Who this program is for
● Students who have an open mind
● Students who want to be immersed in a new culture
● Students who want to learn Spanish
● Students who know how to handle themselves in a city environment safety-wise

Who this program is NOT for
● Students who don’t want to learn the language
● Students who haven’t studied Spanish
● Students who don’t like city life
● Students who are socially introverted

Ways to Interact with Argentines
● Host families!
● Classes with Argentines
● Exploring the city life
● After-school and weekend traveling

Money
● About $1500-2000
● Traveler’s checks aren’t worth it
● Have a safety net (parents’ credit cards!)
● Budget for travel!
● Bring cash
● Exchange rates better on Xoom (high exchange rates elsewhere)
● Budget money for public transportation

Other interesting information
● “Alfredo Brunori of CCCS is absolutely, hands-down the best Resident Director an American could have.”
● “This program is first class. Zero complaints.”